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Long Distance International Programs 2009 
Conference Call to Laytonville, Ca., USA 

Chandra Nadi Process and Initiation 

October 17, 2009 

 
	

Swami had to cancel his trip to Laytonville so he conducted the program from 
Penukonda, India on October 18, 2009 at 3:30 am – Conference call to Laytonville 
Students. 
 

Swami:  Hi guys, this is your Swami from India, from the Gurustan. Such 
a…what a beautiful night, everybody just peacefully chanting and deeply 
vibrating. Everybody’s heart is really open to receive the Chandra Nadi 
initiation. The initiation is running through Maya Datta; the same time 
Shakti Datta. Even though my physical form is not there around you there, 
the Maya Datta and Shakti Datta is there.  

So far, you received Surya Nadi Initiation. Now the next, another biggest 
stroke two - Chandra Nadi Process. You’ve done Guys, the Five Elements 
Process called Panchabuta Process - Na-Ma-Shi-Va-Ya. After the Five 
Elements, the supernatural cosmic processes link with the Five Elements - 
Surya Chandra Nadi Processes. The Surya is linked with the fire element. 
Chandra Nadi process is also linked with the fire element plus air element. 
It is the So-Ham - breathe in, breathe out, charge in, decharge out. In a 
consciousness level to make it, to receive all kind of anandas… anandas 
means nothing but huge bliss forever and ever. It doesn’t matter how 
lifetimes, how many… (phone call dropped) 

Again, your Swami here…it’s Maya Datta. Good. Even though we keep 
changing the many bodies, we’re carrying the Sat-chakras in the soul. 
Sat-chakras mean pure chakras with the highest spark, highest 
supernatural energy what is really coming in, and coming or going out. 
That is the Surya, Chandra Nadi processes are linked with your 
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consciousness state, Brahma consciousness, and also linked with your 
(Phone call dropped…) This is me again, guys. Well, it’s a small illusions, it’s 
a wave just keep hitting it, just to be a little patient. 

So, the fire element and the air element is the highest, strongest of two 
elements. How any divine spirits who came here and created a lot of 
amazing, miraculous works, and showing the path of pure divine love, and 
giving highest healing abilities in the planet. They used (cut off again…) 
Well, Swami again here. So, I told you it is a wave, a little sometimes 
illusions. Be a little patient. We have a lot of time, it is in the Kala Chakra. I 
know what, why these things are happening. 

So, the fire element and air element is the main one of the strongest 
instruments to the avadhuts and powerful divine souls, to demonstrate 
their message whatever they want to do, in their own way, in the form of 
the helping peace and creativity in their students’ kingdom, and to heal 
any type of negative forces, and stand for the Mother illusions and Datta 
illusions, and handle it.  

What is the greatness of the Chandra Nadi Process? Person one. Number 
one point, after you charged it, it should be decharged. After you breathe 
in, it should be breathe out. After breathe in - breathe out, breathe in - 
breathe out - there is between the sunrise and sunset, there is a middle 
stage that is called of Stita Pregnata Consciousness Stage. It’s the dusk time. 
Dusk, it’s not sunset, it’s not the sunrise. Doesn’t matter it’s early morning 
time; doesn’t matter it’s evening hours time. In that stage called… means in 
our Brahma consciousness, in our human bodies for any souls, the holding 
that energy—fire and the air… air cosmic power in your consciousness. 
Keep go you’ll drop your body in a beautiful way and next incarnation you 
come out it is fire, highest, strongest spirit. 

Many people have a greater success in spirituality, many people lot. Many 
people are worshipping lifetimes but they didn’t have any experiences. 
These all the fire element and air element aren’t able to handle in a proper 
way in your consciousness, Brahma consciousness level. The Brahma 
consciousness is the highest supernatural power is linked with the Womb 
Chakra. The Womb Chakra is nothing but where is, your soul is generated, 
created and enter like from a small seeds do, like a biggest, highest tree and 
blooming of thousands, of hundreds of thousands of the fruits and flowers. 
The Womb Chakra has that much strongest power. It’s linked with the 
consciousness level, and with the Trinetra, Lord Shiva holding the third 
eye. Always it is very quiet and calm, but inside is the Surya Nadi and the 
Chandra Nadi, cosmic processes is keep running in his Shiva’s third eye. 
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Why I’m use the sandalwood paste on your third-eye and giving the 
highest shaktipat, and giving that fire element and air element in your 
consciousness stage? Many people thinks, “Swami, what is the meaning of 
the consciousness stage? How it really looks? How we know this is the 
consciousness stage?” You might have the confusion on it. Consciousness 
is nothing but to be able to experience what your human mind, and human 
heart, and human soul, cannot believe it, the Mother Nature, whatever she 
put in front of you - Her nature and her creation. More than that, if you 
experience it and enjoyed that miraculous energy, that’s called 
consciousness awareness.  

For example, Shirdi Sai Natha, Shirdi Baba in his physical form he was a 
very simple character. He looks like he’s still a patient, psychiatric patient... 
Pure avadhut - you don’t know what he’s doing, you don’t know what he’s 
acting, and you don’t know what he’s talking, but he knows everything. 
Through his consciousness level, using that and demonstrating, bypassing 
the Mother Nature, and created whatever he wants to do, and he’s 
dominating on Mother and Father in a beautiful way to creativities. 

My Dear Divine Souls, our body’s not permanent. In front of us hundreds 
of thousands of people is coming in, they’re going out. You’re seeing your 
friend today; tomorrow he’s not anymore. You’re creating a baby; it’s going 
out. This all is Maya Datta. You know one day you have to prepare to reach 
Him. Before reach Him, to see Him in the consciousness level and 
experience Him, what is His greatness, what is His supernatural ability, 
and handle it, Him, in a beautiful way through your consciousness stage. 

So far, hundreds of people in a very shortcut and bypass way, I’ve given 
the strokes of the Mother, and the Father, and the Jesus. With their physical 
eyes they’ve seen it. Good. In the consciousness level you have to get 
experience, and to receive the, all anandas, especially stita pregnatata 
ananda - that’s the most important. 

My Dear Divine Souls, two things is very important in your life - handling 
your soul like a beautiful way even though it’s a wild horse making it a 
control through your consciousness. Consciousness is a rider. Soul is the 
horse that once you handle it through the consciousness, your soul, you 
need to become highest, strongest divine spirit in this planet and handle it. 
Handle it, the Mother Nature, in a beautiful way. That is why the greatness 
of the Chandra Nadi Process… today the Maya Datta, your Swami, Guru 
Parampara’s, the energies are flowing through Ron and Monika T. giving 
the shaktipat, using the shakti bijaksharas and giving you strongest, 
highest energy level of the consciousness stage. Already sended Chandra 
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Nadi yantra. I recommend to you guys, tomorrow draw that yantra. Who 
did this process of the Chandra Nadi, they’re pretty good strongest benefit, 
strongest healer, and stop any negative forces and abilities of asta-siddhis. 
After Chandra Nadi Process completed, you’re making your soul 
controlling through the consciousness. Once you know your soul’s 
consciousness controlled, then another stroke is how to handle the avadhut 
energy and how to understand the ava-dhut. Ava means unconditional. 
Dhut means pure love - unconditional pure love.  

 

Even though they’re behaving funny…like Shirdi Baba is purely avadhut 
but he created and he demonstrated the highest performance in the Nature. 
It doesn’t matter what type of the Mother is keep hitting it. He turned as a 
Maya Datta and he stopped Her, and he recreated it like Vishmitra 
Maharshi, who got injured by his kama chakra. All his asterities power is 
lost, all his energy chakras got empty through his kama chakra. His 
thousand years’ energy power he lost in the last climax moment in his 
diksha process. He, the Maya hitted, and he lost it, then he’s not able to 
receive the really stiti pregnatata ananda. Then he got frustrated, then 
again he restarted his process. He produced these two processes in the 
planet: Surya Chandra Nadi Process, who really did this they are pretty 
good control of all your sat-chakras. That’s why he created this and he’s the 
person who created the Gayatri mantra and the Shakti Gayatri mantra. The 
Gayatri mantra is not an ordinary mantra. And the Shakti Gayatri mantra 
also is not ordinary mantra. It’s a kind of another level, layer of the energy 
pin numbers, Gayatri and Shakti Gayatri. 

 

So, my divine souls, the Maya Datta and the Shakti Datta energies, all the 
places around you there, and receive the energy process even though your 
Swami physically is not there. My consciousness level is hitting each 
individual soul in a beautiful way. I give the real pin numbers of the 
Chandra Nadi Yantra Process, what you need to do. I hope you have paper 
and pen there with you.  

 

 

 

Chandra Nadi Mantra, Number One 
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Om mesraim 

aatma aatma aatma  

shakti rakshamam 

 

Chandra Nadi Mantra, Number Two 

Om lesraim mama  

aatma aatma aatma shakti  

raksha raksha rakshamam 

 

These two prayers, today is the New Moon, exactly we're in the New 
Moon, highest in the middle of the New Moon energy we're in right now. 
In the New Moon I put a target perfectly aimed in a beautiful way to doing 
the Chandra Nadi Process.  No moon energy at all—now it starts.  

The next day is one like line, one small tiny line. Then another line, line, 
line, line, then it comes complete Full Moon. Like completely highest, 
highest charging and decharging. The same, both is linked in one - in the 
Surya Nadi is in one. Here also same in one.  

This is your starting today at the fire-pit my time between 3:30 a.m., 
between 4 a.m., I recommend light the fire-pit in Laytonville doing the 
harati to Datta, that camphor bring it, lite it, make the fire a little wild, and 
everybody chanting these two prayers.  

You need to do 41 days, everyday one mala. Nityaananda will give the 
pearl mala on each individual person. Use that mala. That mala, until to 
your last breath, it needs to be stick with you, using that mala and chanting 
these two prayers, 41 days you need to do that, then you're completely 
charged. Then we'll go for next another stroke of how to win the Avadhut 
energy. It means, how to win the Maya Datta. Maya Datta - Brahma, 
Vishnu, Maheshwara – Dattatreya… using the Guru consciousness and 
receiving the consciousness from the Guru straightly in your Gurusthan, 
and win the Maya Datta. Once you know the avadhut's energies, once you 
know the avadhut abilities, once you know the avadhut character, once 
you know the difference between the normal supernatural divine souls, 
and avadhut divine soul, knowing the avadhut consciousness stage, 
normal divine spirit consciousness stage, and supernatural divine soul 
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consciousness stage, and Mother Divine consciousness stage, comparison 
with all consciousness stages to knowing of the avadhut consciousness 
stage.  Once if you know the consciousness strongly, that will lead to you 
to demonstrate highest performance of the healing characters.  

My Dear Divine Souls, many people, even though they're doing the 
processes in the spirituality in all angles, if they don't know the right 
process, the right sadhguru, the right way if you're not lead your journey, 
your soul, it's a waste of the time. The Kalachakra keeps running it. Never, 
ever, ever believe the time, Kalachakra. You don't know the next minute 
what's going to be happening. You don't know what are the consciousness 
stages will flow on you and will lead you in which direction it wants to go, 
the Mother will lead it. To stop the Mother not to play any more, the 
strongest illusions on you in a funny way, not able to understand the Maya 
Datta, you become highest, strongest spirit, divine spirit to handle Her, and 
come back, even you're here, giving it around you, the happiness in you 
Stitha Pregnata Ananda. There is no tragedy, there is no happy, if the 
tragedy is there – happy, if the happy is there - happy. You're in pure 
satchitananda, chinmayananada, Bramhananda. To be able to receive that 
how difficult it is in this universe.  

Millions of people, especially in North India, near Himalayas, if you saw 
the Kumbhamela… I personally recommend to you guys to have that CD, 
like a DVD and play it and see how many hundreds of thousands of saints 
they sacrificed their life, they want to know the consciousness stage of the 
pure avadhut, to learn the avadhut consciousness stage. Avadhut is only 
the most strongest, powerful divine consciousness in this universe can stop 
the Mother's illusions, linked with fire and air element. That's purely called 
Maya Datta, Shakti Datta. You need to turn - you need to have the two 
weapons with you.  

The Mother has the eight weapons, eight hands. That's called the eight 
powers. Each God: Shiva has the Trishula in his hand; that is a weapon. 
Hanuman has the biggest, it's called the gada in Telugu. It's a mace. Rama 
has the bow and arrow. Shirdi Baba had a stick, strongest stick - that is his 
weapon. Jesus had in his right thigh he put his power object. Your Swami 
has power object in the body. So you might think, “Why are all these 
weapons required Swami?” If you want to control the maya, pure maya of 
the Mother, if you use that you can protect your consciousness stages. 
Millions of people, they lost their energy channels from a lack of not able to 
give guidance in a right way, the consciousness stages in the right 
processes. 
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So my dear divine souls, it's a vast subject. Try to do this 41 days, 
completely charge it. Whenever you have more free time, try to do as much 
as you can the Chandra Nadi Process. Already I personally charged you 
the Surya Nadi. Even though here today, through the Maya Datta you're 
going to charge very highest strongly too. Try to chant it as much as you 
can. The charging is very, very, very important. Once you do it, then we'll 
go for the next stroke. 

Tonight your time, anytime, whatever I wanted to promise few souls to 
make the soul traveling. I don't want to give the names but I'll pick up 
them, make them give some experience to lead the consciousness stage 
very strongly. So once you had that, tonight is done, tomorrow I 
recommend to Clint to draw the yantra, Chandra Nadi Yantra on the 
board. I recommend to everyone to draw that yantra on the copper sheet. 
Once you do it, make it little bit burned in the fire element in one small 
corner of that copper sheet. Really get burned from the fire in the dhuni. 
Doesn't matter it's huge raining, thunder, whatever hitted, stick on and 
make it burn it. Even who's doing the remote process, you can draw the 
yantra and burn with the candle in one small corner.  

And put your right hand, put the yantra on the floor, and put your right 
hand, touch that copper sheet, touch that ground, earth element, and pour 
some rosewater, put your hand on it and keep chanting it as much as you 
can, minimum three, maximum five hours. You need to do that. That 
yantra, wherever you're sleeping in your bedroom, put it on top of your 
head and right side put Shirdi Baba, and left side Swami's picture, and 
above is small Jesus picture. Then leave it and sleep. Never, ever 
unnecessarily remove that. Let's leave like that for awhile, several months, 
several years, how that energy flows every night to your soul, and your 
consciousness to become very strong to understand them.  

So your breath in, and breath out, you won't feel it, even though any type 
of biggest illusions want to flow on you, you won't feel it. You're 
developing pure, pure stitha pregnata ananda. That's important. Making 
money, making name and fame is easy. You might make lot of money, 
good name, bad name, but to receive the pure ananda, the bliss in your life, 
what do you require more than that? And you're helping with the highest 
consciousness stage around you as much as you can, creating it. How 
much beautiful that is to create the sweetness and the pure love is there. 

My Dear Divine Souls, satya, dharma, shanti, prema is required. 
Nowadays the Mother's illusions you're seeing it. There are many big 
hospitals taking care of the physical pain, physical sicknesses, but 99% of 
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the globe is carrying the depression, heartbroken, unhappiness, 
unworthiness, pain, sadness. They're really lost. They're waking up, eating, 
drinking, sleeping… making money, eating, drinking, sleeping… eating, 
drinking, sleeping. Wake up! Wake up! We don't want you… don't want a 
normal simple life until you know who you are! What is the supernatural 
spirituality? What is the greatness of supernatural spirituality? What is the 
secrecy hidden in the nature? What is the secrecy of the consciousness? 
What is the secrecy of the avadhut consciousness? What is the birth? What 
is the death? Where is the beginning? Where is the ending - you need to 
learn that. You have to learn that. In order to learn that, you need to kill 
your ego, and you need to stop your suspecting mind and ‘monkey mind,’ 
“I did this. I created this. I'm the great.”  Stop that! Try to be humble. That 
is the Datta and avadhut will like it. There is no ‘you.’ Even though you're 
a hero, if you don't have the divine grace on you, you're a zero. So you 
need to learn that guys - life is short, make it sweet. 

I know your problems. Practically I know your problems. Many times I 
request to Baba… whenever he's giving a problem to me, your Swami, oh 
my God he really gives unbelievable testings on me. Finally, just I simply 
surrender, "Okay Baba, what do you want to do on me? Hey my dear 
master, Guru Parampara, if even though I did with my funny 
unconsciousness level, maybe I don't know I did a mistake, forgive me. 
Totally forgive me."  

Sometimes the testings he wants to see your soul capability, soul capacity 
and consciousness capacity, how strengthened you are, how strongly you 
can stand in front of big tsunami. So you no need to worry guys, 
comparison to what I've been with you… I know what you're going 
through too in your personal lives. Your problems they are all clouds, it 
comes and goes. Ignore it. Surrender to him. Give to him. Your target is, 
your aim is to strengthen your consciousness stage.  

If you want to heal the globe you need two things, I'm always saying to 
you guys - love and power. Many people think, "Why we need power 
Swami, love is enough. Love is a kind of power." Yes, satya, dharma, 
shanti, prema. To give the right judgement you need to know the satya. 
Whenever you're going the dharma, you need to know the reality. That is 
the satya. The last one is the prema - satya, dharma, shanti, prema. Love is 
important. It's the biggest weapon. After shanti, after you receive the peace, 
then you turn as a pure love. Without power you can't do anything in this 
planet guys. Power is that much interesting chapter. 
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What your Swami is writing, the first edition, I'm releasing that book at the 
Christmas time, what is the Jesus Christ, Shirdi Baba, your Swami, all the 
divine souls and divine spirits, what type of channels they used, what type 
of processes they did, and the evidence from the ancient palm leaf books 
linked with that. I'm releasing the book.  

Can you believe it, the Vatican Church… I personally visited it a few times 
a few weeks back. Sixteen, seventeen hours I drove in the car with 
Nityaananda, me, and a few guys. They took the pictures and I sent a few 
students to Bethlehem and Jerusalem. You know what they discovered and 
what I discovered there? There is the Telugu and Sanskrit prayers there. 
I'm not joking. You will see it in future with very clear evidence. 

There is the biggest illusion hitted. They lost the bridge between the East 
and West. To go to the Vatican my target was, “Is there any power spot of 
the Jesus Christ hidden here?” Like in Shirdi, Shirdi Sai Nath's samadhi 
backside in his back place, there's a biggest neem tree, and underneath 
there is a gurusthan. Gurusthan means his austerity power spot. He 
preserved his austerity consciousness power, and he buried it. It doesn't 
matter what type of, any kind of another consciousness stages wants to 
disturb… even though Maya Datta, he wants to be a Shakti Datta I'll 
explain to you next around the Shiva Ratri time, I'll explain that 
information by grace of Baba and the Jesus.  

So, what is really missing, we are… I’m not against to the Bible. I'm not 
against to any philosophies, but I want the satya - truth. I want to win the 
truth and give the real nectar to you guys. The bridge is lost, supernatural 
spirituality bridge is lost. It's required to you to be aware. Opportunity 
only comes once, again to receive the opportunity, you don't know how 
many lifetimes you need to wait, how much sufferings you need to go 
through, how much pain you need to go through. You and I no need to 
wait for that. 

Rama has the strongest devotee and strongest powerful man. He's a very 
supernatural guy more than the Rama - that is Hanuman. Krishna is 
supernatural person. He's a creator, but he used Arjuna to run the battle to 
kill the negativity. Just he's a driver of the chariot. He's a rider. Even 
though he has the Sudarshana Chakras, even though he's a supernatural 
man, supernatural divine soul, but he used another soul and he did his job. 
Your Swami is doing my job. Whatever is the Maya Datta, and the Shakti 
Datta using me, I'm doing it. I don’t know how much you are really 
dedicated, to take on, ‘do or die.’  “I want to know Swami, Satya, Dharma, 
Shanti, Prema. Who am I? Where I came from? What is this drama? What is 
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the supernatural powers?” If you really open heart, yes, Shakti Datta is 
available to you, to prepare you in all angles very strongly.  “Don’t worry, 
be happy,” those are the words Mahir Baba, always using it. Entire his life, 
he is in the silence, complete silence. He never talked. It means he doesn’t 
want to lose his vibrations, even his talking. He used the different angles.  

So my Dear Divine Souls, whatever today, even, hundreds of people you 
gathered there in the beautiful nature, and receiving the shaktipat is 
nothing but Datta likes you. He really loves you, otherwise you won’t 
show up there, otherwise you cannot listen today to my talk. Today is the 
most auspicious, precious day in your life today. And I don’t want to give 
too much confusion to you. These two prayers, in front of the fire pit now, 
try to chant until my morning 5 am, exactly…then say, om shanti, shanti, 
shanti. Then be in deep silence as much as you can. I recommend Clint, 
how I fixed the sandalwood paste, prepare it and give the shaktipat three 
times to each person. At the fire pit time, after fifteen minutes later, next 
another stroke…after thirty minutes later, another stroke.  

My dear divine souls, leave the sandalwood paste minimum three hours on 
your 3rd eye. And have received the pearl mala and use that pearl mala, 
chanting it. And take sleep. And give the opportunity to Shakti Datta, to 
give the highest transmission and give the highest consciousness stage in 
your body. I’m fulfilling you with supernatural cosmic energy and making 
you to get control of your kama chakra under your consciousness stage. 
I’m giving the ability tonight. It doesn’t matter where you will be. I am 
giving the strongest consciousness stage to you…the Kalachakra.  

So, even Jesus Christ, Shirdi Baba - all received, they all done this process. 
No matter what, if you want to lead the nature, you need the Surya Nadi 
and Chandra Nadi processes. You need the bijakaras, what I’ve given to 
you. That is the pin numbers of this consciousness, is very, very, very 
important. Without these pin numbers, you cannot handle it. No matter 
what, after this, you can also can give the initiation, any amount of people, 
the same process using the sandalwood paste, and receive the pearl malas 
from Penukonda. And if there is any sandalwood paste left there, the 
people can share it. And you can give the initiation to some of your friends, 
someone who is going unbelievably bumpy in their lives. Give these two 
prayers and give the shaktipat. Whenever you are giving the shaktipat, 
chant the shakti gayatri mantra, and give the pearl mala. Pearl mala is very 
important - it needs to come from Gurustan…from Penukonda. Even I can 
send thousands of malas to you there, then Clint and Monika T. can 
distribute whatever each person they require. And if you need more 
sandalwood paste, sandalwood powder, I will send it from here, from 
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Gurustan. You can help a lot of people. After nine days later, you can start 
to give the shaktipat. Forty-one days later, try to wash your pearl mala in 
the rose water and milk, and wear it. It doesn’t matter, sometimes it got 
broken, it doesn’t matter again fix it with a strong thread. Wear it. Don’t 
feel shy. You’ll see how much powerful that is.  

Even though you have a lot of malas around your neck, sometimes you can 
remove that. Even this pearl mala, if you remove it, again refix it…you can, 
when you are taking shower, you are with your wife…fine, again you can 
take and refix it around your neck. But, only one condition, the diksha is, 
this forty-one day period of time, new moon today you are starting, until 
full moon time, as much as you can, try to do as much, as much as you can. 
It’s very, very important.  

After that, another diksha, don’t eat the pork these forty-one days - very, 
very important. Even if you are eating the chicken or the fish that is up to 
you, but the pork it will disturb the consciousness stage. So, these are the 
diksha things. And some more…if you want to be strong in diksha, pure 
vegetarian eating, no alcohol, no smoking, I really love it. But, I don’t care 
as a avadut, Maya Datta, I especially recommend during these forty-one 
days, never ever eat the pork. Other than that, you’re a free bird.  

I recommend to Clint, the clock is hitting it, the Kalachakra is hitting it, 
everybody make it faster and quicker, go and sit around the fire-pit and 
chant these mantras, and I recommend Clint and Monika T. to lead the fire 
pit. 

End of conference call  


